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PSEUDO-RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS WITH TOTALLY

GEODESIC BISECTORS

JOHN K. BEEM

ABSTRACT.     Let M   be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold.   Locally a dis-

tance function may be defined.   The bisector of two points is the set of

points equidistant from these two points.   Our main result is that the bisec-

tor of two points which are not zero distance apart is a totally geodesic sub-

manifold of M  if and only if M has constant curvature.

1. Introduction.   In a definite metric space the bisector of two points

is the set of points equidistant from these two points.   Blaschke [3] has

shown that if M  is a two-dimensional Finsler space and satisfies the condi-

tion that the bisector of two points always lies on an extremal then M  is a

Riemannian space of constant curvature.   Busemann [4] has extensively stud-

ied G-spaces which have bisectors satisfying a flatness (geodesic) condi-

tion.   In particular, Theorem 46.1 of [4] implies for Riemannian manifolds

that a space has constant curvature if (locally) bisectors are totally geodes-

ic submanifolds.

In this paper let  M denote a connected re-dimensional pseudo-Riemann-

ian manifold with  inner product  ( , )   on the tangent space M  .    A linear

subspace  N    of AL   is nondegenerate if   ( , )   is a nondegenerate inner prod-

uct on  Np.   We show that locally  M  satisfies the requirement that the bi-

sector of two points is a totally geodesic submanifold whenever the points

are not zero distance apart if and only if M has constant curvature.

2. The bisector condition.   A result of Whitehead [7] implies that for

each  r e M  there is a neighborhood   U(r)  such that for all p, q £ Uir) there

is a unique extremal   dip, q)  from  p to q lying in  Uir).   The set  Uir)  is

called a simple convex neighborhood of r.   In  Uir) the separation between

p and   a is defined by

dip, q)=S('x. x)l/2dt

where xit)  is a regular parametrization of  O-ip, a).   The number dip, q)  is
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either real and nonnegative or is pure imaginary.   In pseudo-Riemannian

spaces the local distance function dip, a)  is usually only defined for points

sufficiently close together.

The bisector of p and a with respect to  Uir) is defined as

Bip,  q) = {p' £  Uir)\aXp, p')=dip', q)\.

We will say AI satisfies the bisector condition if for each r e M there is a

simple convex neighborhood Uir) such that for all p, q £ Uir) with dip, q)

/ 0 the bisector Bip, q)  is a totally geodesic submanifold of  Uir).

3. The two-dimensional case.   If re = 2,  then the bisector condition is

the requirement that Bip, a)  lie on a geodesic of M.

Proposition 1.    Let M  be a two-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold

which satisfies the bisector condition.   Then M  has constant curvature.

Proof.    By [2 , p. 1038]  Al  is a doubly timelike surface in the sense of

[l].   Using the fact that Al  is pseudo-Riemannian and Theorem (VI.36) of [l]

it follows that Al  has constant curvature.

4. The higher dimensional case.   The next proposition is the pseudo-

Riemannian form of Theorem 24.15 of [6].

Proposition 2.    Let M  be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold of dimension

re > 3.   Assume that each nondegenerate two- and three-dimensional tangent

subspace is tangent to, respectively, a two- and three-dimensional totally

geodesic submanifold.    Then M has constant curvature.

Proof.   Let  N    be a nondegenerate two-dimensional subspace of Al   .

Applying the arguments of [6, p. 340] we find RÍN., Np)ÍNÍ¡) = 0.   Let v., v

be an orthonormal basis of N    and let  v be a unit vector in Np.   Then the

skew-symmetric relation implies there are relations of the form

Rivy v^ivj) = -av2,       Rivv v2)iv2) = eat2j,

Rivv v)iv) = bvv Rivy v)iv2) = 0,

and  Rivl, v2)iv) = 0,  where  e = (v., v^)(v2, vA).

Let e' = (v, v)(v , vA).   If  e    is positive then the arguments of [6, p.

340] imply  b = ea = e ea.   On the other hand, if e    is negative then  v + %v.

and xAv + v    are orthogonal.   Hence,

Rivv v + lAv2)iHv + v2) = Y2ib + ea)vx = 0.

This yields  b = - ea = e ea.
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This implies  Al  has constant sectional curvature at p,  and by Corollary

2.2.7 of [8] we conclude  Al  has constant curvature.

Theorem 3.    Let M  be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold.    Then M  has con-

stant curvature if and only if Al satisfies the bisector condition.

Proof.    First let Al  satisfy the bisector condition.   We may assume  re >

3  because of Proposition 1.   Let  N     be a nondegenerate ^-dimensional lin-

ear subspace of Al       By Proposition 2 it is sufficient to show N     is tangent

to a ¿-dimensional totally geodesic submanifold.    Let N    have orthonormal

basis  v v • ■ • , v^  and let  Al    have orthonormal basis  Vp • • • , v^, • • •, v  .

Let   Uip)  be a simple convex neighborhood of p fot which the bisector condi-

tion holds.   Let  exp( )  be the exponential map at p.   There is some 8 > 0

such that pi = expiSv ) and  a. = exp (- 8v ■)  lie in  Uip) tot all  i = k + 1,

■ • • , re.   Then   \dip ., q{)\ = 28  and it is not hard to show  B(p{, q¿) is an

(re— l)-dimensional submanifold containing p.   Furthermore,  v. is orthogonal

to the subspace of Al     determined by  Bip¿, a).

Define  N = Bip, +,, qk + l) H. • • n Bipn, qn).  Then  N  is totally geodesic

and has tangent space  /\     at  p.

Now let  Al have constant curvature   K and  re > 2.   We wish to show that

this implies Al   satisfies the bisector condition.   The notation will be the

same as that in [8].  By Theorem 2.4.11 of [8] each  p £ Al  must have a neigh-

borhood isometric to an open subset of 5"  if  K > 0, Rn  if K = 0 and Hn  if
r s s s

K < 0.   If  K = 0,  then the bisector condition is easily established.

If  K / 0,   then let  r £ M where  M = Sns  ¡f  K > 0  and  M = Hns if  K < 0.

Let  Uir) be a simple convex neighborhood in  Al  of r.   If p, q £ Uir) with

dip, q) / 0,   then let  p    be the midpoint of  O-ip, q) and let  v be a unit tangent

to  Q-(p, q)  at p .   Let  P be the re-dimensional linear subspace of  R"       if

K > 0 or  R"+\   it K < 0  such that  P  contains  p'  and  P  is orthogonal to  v.

Then  P n Al  is a totally geodesic submanifold of Al  by Theorem 2.4.4 of [8].

The reflection in  P  yields an isometry of Al  interchanging p  and q.   Thus,

the bisector B(p, a)  with respect to   U(r)  contains   U(r)C\P.   It still must be

shown that  Bip, q) does not contain some point q   4 U(r)(~)P.

Let S  i  be a two-dimensional linear subspace of AL'  and let 5   '  con-

tain  v.   Then   ( , )   restricted to  5   '  cannot be totally degenerate since

(v, v) /= 0.   Thus   ( , )   either is nondegenerate on  5   ' or is of rank 1.   Let

5 be the submanifold of  U(r) determined  by  geodesies   tangent to 5   '  at p .

It is not hard to show that   ( , )   has the same rank on each tangent space to 5.

Consider now some point  q   £ B(p, a)  with a    4 U(r) DP'.   Let 5  be the
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two-dimensional totally geodesic submanifold of  Uir)  containing  ct(p, a)

and  q .   If   ( , )   is positive definite or negative definite on 5  the triangle

inequality gives a contradiction.   If   ( , )   is nondegenerate on  5  but not def-

inite then the metric on 5 makes 5 a doubly timelike surface; see [2, p. 1038].   In

this case there are two partial orderings <j   and <2   on 5.   If we have

m\ <2 m2 <i m5>  tnen tne reverse triangle inequality   \dim ^, 7re2)| + \dim2, rn^)\

< \d(mv mA\ holds (compare [5, p. 244] and [l, p. 12]).   There are several

subcases to consider depending on how p, q, q    ate related by the partial

orderings.   In each subcase the reverse triangle inequality gives a contradic-

tion.   If   ( , )   has rank   1  on 5,   then SDBip, q) is a single geodesic and  a

cannot exist.   This completes the proof.
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